Drill Detector Loop
Corners to Match
Bottom of Detector
Loop and Lead In
Slot, 1½" Dia. Min

Saw Pavement Slots
to Form Loop Channel
See SECTION G-G

Saw Pavement Slots to Form
Loop Lead-In Channel. See
Plans For Location.
See SECTION F-F

CORE DRILLING DETAIL

DETAIL B

Saw Cut Loop Detail

SECTION G-G
(Loop Channel)

The distance from the
each of the Loop Where
the Lead-in Twisting
Begins to the Pull Box
Shall not Exceed
75 Feet

1/4" Detector Loop Slot (Typ)

Loop Wire See
Sheet 5 of 5

1½"

Overlap the Cored Corners
to assure Full Depth (Typ)

SECTION F-F
(Loop Lead-In Installation)

CORE WITH WIRING

NOT TO SCALE